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IMS gathers Pace ,

but should legacy
systems be swept away in its wake?
Should phones continue to carry separate SMS and MMS
clients

,

or should all this be swept away by the brave new

world of IMS? Do consumers appreciate choice
,

or would

they prefer technology to do the thinking for them?

These are some of the burning questions occupying the

minds of mobile messaging decision makers as the

migration toward IMS networks gathers momentum -and
which were hotly debated at Informa Telecoms & Media's

Mobile Messaging Congress held recently in London

alongside MEM .

Messaging-infrastructure vendors such as LogicaCMG ,

Openwave and Motorola are rushing to upsell new

platforms to operators promising to rationalize the

increasingly confusing range of communication options for mobile

users into one easy-to-use interface . But they are creating
confusion by repeatedly coining new names for this vision

of the future . They started out by calling it unified messag

ing ,

then moved onto integrated messaging ,

and are now

calling it any number of things , including adaptive

messaging
and total messaging .

But skeptics warn that the industry risks killing off the

staple of
mobile data revenues-plain old SMS -by

trying to dazzle subscribers with fancy new services .

'

Aren' t we

in danger of killing the goose that laid the golden egg?
"

asked Mike Grenville
,

head and founder of mobile

messaging
association 160 Characters

,

who chaired a panel
discussion on IMS at the conference .

Grenville
,

an outspoken

champion of SMS
,

said that there' s no need
to keep

looking
for fancier messaging services

"

at the other end of the

rainbow
,

" when users are happy to continue texting and

SMS revenues continue to flow in .

Cyrille Gaillard
, product manager of voice video

messaging
at technology vendor Alcatel

,

echoed some of these
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cerns .

" The big challenge for mobile

networks moving toward IP is how to

protect the huge revenue streams they

currently get from SMS
,

" lie said .

According to Gaillard
, young people' s

love affair with the instant-messaging
services offered by ISPs

,

and the

inevitable insinuation of these services

into mobile phones ,

are a big threat
to

SMS revenues .

In
a survey of conference delegates

commissioned by LogicaCMG , only
12%% of respondents said they believed

that operators would continue to be

the major brands in mobile messaging

by 2008 . Thirty-five percent said they
believed that the big desktop IM

providers such as MSN
,

Yahoo and

AOL would dominate the consumer

mindset in mobile messaging .

The survey also revealed that 43%%

believe that IMS messaging will be

ready to replace current mobile

messaging systems such as SMS and MMS

within just two years .

IMS advocates such as Openwave s

director of product marketing ,

Francisco

Kattan
, argue that while SMS usage

shows no signs of abating ,

SMS revenues

are declining in mature mobile markets

such as western Europe . Mobile

operators are looking for ways of boosting

messaging ARPU with new services
,

he

said .

"

They hoped MMS would do the

job ,

but it was launched as a silo and as

one-way messaging-it wasn'
t

conversational
,

"

said Kattan .

" Now IM
is on the

agenda ,

but ive shouldn' t make the saine

mistake-we shouldn'
t introduce it as

just another silo.
"

Openwave s answer is what it is calling

adaptive messaging ,

an IP-based

platform integrating all modes of messaging

into a single user interface that is

embedded in phones and that enables seamless

communication across all bearers and

networks . The platform is due
to

be

trialed by 02 with several thousand users

and has already been partly deployed by

Portuguese operator TMN
,

which bas so

far used it as the backbone for its 3G

video-mail service . As the major

European operator with the highest ratio of

SMS revenues
,

02 is particularly eager

to address the issue of falling SMS

ARPU
,

Kattan said .

Motorola
,

meanwhile
,

which is also

peddling its own integrated-messaging

platform ,

said that IMS is not so much

about bringing fancy new services to
the

table as simplifying what'
s already there

and making it more efficient and

cost-effective . Paulo Simoes
,

TMN' s

messaging
architect said

,

however
,

Chat IMS will

nevertheless also enable some new

services that are impossible on today' s

mobile networks
,

such as video ring-back

tones-something that appears to be in

the Portuguese cellco' s sights .

Peaceful coexistence?

One issue that needs resolving ,

said

Motorola
s manager of core-network

applications for EMEA
,

Luis Corral
,

is what

to do with the growing number of

messaging clients crowding phones .

" Do we

continue with peaceful coexistence
,

or do

we need
to

rationalize what'
s

there?
"

he

asked delegates at

the conference .

The list of messaging clients has

become very long and includes SMS
,

MMS
,

e-mail
,

i-mail
,

IM
,

PtX
,

video

mail and voice mail
,

lie said . So why not

replace them with
a single IMS client?

Removing SMS and MMS clients

from phones wouldn' t mean closing the

door on the revenues these bearers

currently bring .

"

SMS and MMS have

clearly defined business models which

can be extended in an IMS context
,

"

Corral said .

But Grenville argued that the new

integrated clients would take choice away

from the consumer since they will

choose on behalf of the user which

bearet is most appropriate at
the time of

communication
, depending on what'

s

being communicated and
to

whom .

TMN'
s

Simoes
,

one of the most

passionate advocates for IMS messaging at

the conférence
, disagreed .

"

Users don' t

want to
make too many choices

,

"

he

said .

"

They just want to

be able
to

communicate.
" How it is done is irrelevant

to
the user

,

as long as it works
,

he added .

The idea behind "

adaptive

messaging
,

"

as he put it-TMN is in the

process of implementing Openwave s

platform-is that there should be no

dead-ends . Thar if one mode of

communication is not feasible
,

other options
should open up automatically to

the

user . So if a user makes a video call and

the recipient doesn' t
answer or has

switched off his phone or
doesn'

t
have

a

video-capable phone ,

the Gall should

either go into
a

video mail box
or

be

delivered as either audio
,

MMS or a web link

-anything ,

as long as sonie sort of

termination is enabled . There' s nothing
worse for an operator than wasting
network resources with nonterminated calls

or messages ,

without remuneration .

TMN is working toward putting an

IP backbone in its network with a SIP

layer on top ,

which will for now run

alongside legacy SMS and MMS systems

through gateways .

"

We are also thinking
of putting in

a
VoIP gateway ,

so that

VoIP calls can be terminated on the new

IMS messaging platform ,

" laid Simoes .

The main driver behind IMS is

convergence ,

and as operators start to enable

communications across different

networks
,

there is going to
be strong

pressure on them to change their business

models
,

laid Steven van Zanen
,

director

of marketing for mobile messaging at

LogicaCMG . Once mobile messages are

allowed to
terminate anywhere ,

over all

kinds of network
,

how will operators bill

for delivered messages in domains where

that is not the norm? he asked .

There' s a good chance that operators

will eventually be forced
to

move toward

an Internet business model: offering
communications and messaging free of

charge ,

and making money from

advertisers and sponsors .
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